News Release

Globecomm Europe and Event-IP Global Communications partner to
deliver state-of-the-art communications services for international
outdoor events

August XX, 2014- Since 2011, Globecomm has provided satellite services and
support to Event-IP Global Communications, a satellite-based IP connectivity
company, for its clients at major outdoor events in locations such as Portugal,
Greece, Spain, Sweden and Jordan. Communications services for events such as
the World Rally Championship, are delivered using the Globecomm global satellite
network which has PoPs at 12 global teleports linked via dedicated fibre backbone
and centrally managed from dual 24x7 NOC’s located in The Netherlands and in
the USA.
‘The partnership with Globecomm Europe is key to being able to deliver SLA based
services with 24x7 support and guaranteed data speeds’ said Matthew Irving,
Managing Director of Event-IP Global Communications. ‘We deliver
communications solutions to broadcasters, rally teams, event organisers and for
safety critical live timing and tracking’.
Keith Hall, CEO of Globecomm said ‘Globecomm Europe relies on the skills, value
added services and relationships of partners like Event-IP Global Communications
to extend its shared and dedicated satellite transport services to end users around
the World. We’re proud to join hands with Event-IP Global Communications and to
be involved in high profile events like the World Rally Championship. Globecomm
Europe has the skills, experience, infrastructure and back office support to provide
a solid platform for Event-IP Global Communications to take their unique value
proposition to the market and our growing business together is testament to the
success of the partnership’.
Moving content from where it originates, or where it can be picked up, to where it
needs to go is what Globecomm does. Our true “contribution to distribution”
model allows us to seamlessly distribute client video broadcasts on our global
network and deliver it to its final destination, or destinations. Meet with
Globecomm at IBC 2014. Contact dboekee@globecomm-europe.com

About Globecomm

Globecomm is a leading global communications provider serving government and
commercial markets in over 80 countries. Globecomm employs engineering
expertise in consulting services, system design and integration, maritime and
mobile communications, media services, and mission critical networks, to provide
its customers the optimal solution. Globecomm is dedicated to improving
communications and leverages its world class, global network to offer end-to-end,
managed service communication’s solutions worldwide.
Based in Hauppauge, New York, Globecomm also maintains offices in Maryland,
New Jersey, Virginia, the Netherlands, South Africa, Germany, United Kingdom,
Hong Kong, Singapore, the United Arab Emirates and Afghanistan. For more
information, please visit www.globecomm.com
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